This paper presents a new technique for reconstructing the 3D structure and motion of a scene undergoing relative rotational motion with respect to the camera. Given image correspondences of point features tracked over many frames, a two{stage technique for reconstruction is presented. First, a grouping algorithm is developed which exploits spatio{temporal constraints of the common motion to achieve a reliable description of discrete point correspondences as curved trajectories (general conics in the case of rotational motion) in the image plane. In contrast, trajectories tted to points independent of each other lead to arbitrary image descriptions and very inaccurate 3D parameters. Second, a new closed{form solution, under perspective projection, for the 3D motion and location of points from the computed image trajectories is presented. Both stages are applied to real image sequences with good results. This approach represents a rst step in a longer{term research e ort examining the role of explicit spatio{ temporal organization in the interpretation of scenes from dynamic images.
Introduction
Computing reliable 3D structure from image motion is a challenging task in computer vision. In many applications, it is desirable to automatically build internal models of the environment and/or objects by moving a camera in a constrained motion. One such motion is rotational motion that can be carried out even without the availability of a large work space. For instance, in industrial settings, a cartesian arm can pick up and rotate objects around some arbitrary axis. Internal models of these objects could be built by capturing a sequence of images of this motion from a xed camera. Alternatively, a robotic arm, which holds a camera, could be rotated to build models of otherwise completely unmodelled environments.
We present a new technique for reliably computing 3D structure from a sequence of images of a scene undergoing a relative rigid{body rotation with respect to the camera. We do not assume knowledge of the parameters of motion but only that the motion is rotational around an arbitrary axis in space.
There are two contributions of this work. First, a new closed{form solution has been developed for the 3D motion and structure parameters of a point given its image trajectory from rotational motion under perspective projection. For this technique to work on real images, it is necessary that image trajectories of points tracked over many frames be described reliably. We show that even when 80{100 degrees of an arc of a 3D trajectory is imaged, its description as a curve in the image plane is very unreliable for computing the 3D parameters. Consequently, a new grouping algorithm is developed which exploits common constraints across many trajectories to obtain robust combined ts to a group of these. The trajectories thus obtained lead to a dramatic improvement in their 3D parameters and hence lead to reliable 3D reconstruction. Application of both the grouping algorithm and the closed{form solution for 3D reconstruction to real image sequences is demonstrated with promising results.
Previous Work
It is well{known that 3D structure can be derived from images of a scene undergoing relative rotational motion with respect to the camera if the axis of rotation does not pass through the center of projection. Algorithms for this problem of 3D interpretation from monocular motion can be broadly divided into two categories | two{frame and multi{frame. Two{frame algorithms rst compute the relative orientation | the translation and rotation | between the camera positions at two time instants 1, 12, 14, 29] . Then the relative orientation is used to compute the 3D location for each imaged feature. In addition to advantages and disadvantages speci c to instances of these algorithms, the two{frame methods su er from two major problems. First, for some motions, there are inherent ambiguities in the computation of relative orientation from noisy image correspondences 3, 31] . Rotation and translation parallel to the image plane is one such case.
Second, with just two frames of imaged features, the structure computation for each is based only on a single measured displacement vector. Thus, even a small amount of noise in the measurement can make its depth estimate very inaccurate. Moreover, when both rotation and translation parallel to the image plane are present, the motion estimates are biased due to the inherent ambiguities; consequently, it is unlikely that use of multiple frames will improve the depth estimates.
Furthermore, two{frame methods inherently do not describe motion in its natural frame of reference. For instance, a pure rotation around an axis not through the camera origin can be described only as a rotation around a parallel axis through the origin and a translation. In principle, the more natural pure rotational description is derivable from many two{frame computations.
However, given that these estimates can be biased, it is unlikely that the natural description thus derived will be robust.
The multiple frame methods relevant for this work are those which employ models of motion to derive 3D structure and motion. Weng et al. 32 ] use a precessional model of 3D motion. However, they t their model to rotations and translations derived from many two{frame computations. In other words, for each pair of image frames, a 3D relative orientation is computed and then a number of these are reconciled using the model. Thus they potentially su er from the instabilities of the underlying two{frame estimates. Their results are presented only with 2D motion data. Shariat 25] employs a model of constant rotation and translation with uniform sampling of the image frames. His method uses only a speci c number (minimal) of points and frames and is not easily extensible to arbitrary amounts of data. Broida 8] generalizes these to non{uniform sampling and minimizes the error between the expected positions of imaged features and the measured ones.
The 3D motion and structure parameters for each feature are solved for in a single optimization stage. Convergence is slow, and in general, the multi{modal objective function can be very sensitive to initial guesses. Results presented for two real image sequences of uniform motion match well with the ground truth.
Webb and Aggarwal 30] solve for parameters of rotational motion using elliptical descriptions of image trajectories. However, their results are valid only for orthographic projection. Further, their ellipse tting algorithm does not exploit any common constraints across more than two trajectories to derive robust ts. Thus, their 3D estimation fails quite badly with noisy data, as they themselves report. Also, orthographic projection cannot give 3D structure when the motion is parallel to the image plane. In this case, rotation around an arbitrary axis parallel to the optical axis can be decomposed into a rotation around the optical axis and a translation perpendicular to it. Neither of these motions provide any structure information under orthographic projection.
Jaenicke 15] applies Webb's method to radar doppler images. He constrains the common parameter of each trajectory to be the average of the corresponding parameter over the independent trajectories. This works only if the individual trajectories themselves are slight deviations of the correct ones, which is the case in his examples. In contrast, our trajectory grouping does not rely on the goodness of the individual t parameters, as in general these will be far from the correct ones, which is the case in all our examples. Moreover, we exploit both spatial and temporal extents of the input point correspondences. If one point is tracked for a fewer number of frames and hence a lesser extent of the 3D arc, its individual trajectory may be very erroneous. But through our combined tting, its own trajectory is strongly constrained by another spatially proximal point even though they lie on distinct trajectories. So in our algorithm the spatio{temporal extents of short and noisy point tracks mutually constrain their trajectories leading to robust descriptions.
For a comprehensive survey of various multi{frame approaches see Aggarwal et al. 4 ].
In the context of model{based object recognition and pose estimation, both the problem of tting ellipses to the image data, and that of reconstructing a 3D circular feature on a plane given its corresponding elliptical projection in the image, have been addressed. Marimont 20] presents a closed{form solution to the reconstruction problem. The 3D solution presented in this work is simpler due to the particular parameterization chosen for the problem. Forsyth et al. 13] use projectively invariant measures for conic sections for tting ellipses and for object recognition.
They assume that most of the elliptical curve is present in the image data. It is not clear how their method will perform when objects are occluded or for example, in our case when only small fractions of the 3D trajectory are imaged.
Overview of Our Approach
The 3D interpretation problem is divided into two distinct stages. It is shown that under perspective projection, the image trajectory of a circular rotational trajectory in 3D space is a general conic section. The rst stage, the trajectory description stage (called TRAJ{DESC) takes as its input discrete point correspondences tracked over time for many points. For each point, the set of temporal correspondences is called a Point Track. A set of point tracks is grouped into a set of Point Trajectories based on the goodness of a combined t error measure. The output of this stage is a conic curve describing each of the grouped point tracks. The second stage, the 3D estimation stage (henceforth called 3D{EST), applies the closed{form solution to these point trajectories and outputs the 3D motion and structure parameters.
There are two distinct advantages in dividing up the problem into these two steps. First, a number of image frames for a single point are utilized in its trajectory description. This alone should lead to improvement in 3D depth estimates as opposed to methods which use only a small number of frames. We achieve this improvement through implicit averaging of random noise in the image features by tting a continuous best{ t curve to the discrete correspondences. Second, in contrast with other multi{frame methods, the optimization problem is handled at the trajectory grouping stage. Experimental results show that the resulting error surface at this stage has a larger basin of convergence for the correct solution. That is, the common grouping constraint is strong enough that the initial guesses generated automatically by the incremental grouping algorithm avoid the wrong local minima and converge to the correct solution.
The approach taken here has compelling parallels with Stevens' 27] It is assumed that the intrinsic parameters of the camera are known and for simplicity, that the image is square. Given the conic trajectory that describes the motion of a point in the image, the problem here is to determine the orientation and location of the rotation axis and the location and radius of the corresponding 3D trajectory.
Formulation
A set of parameters de ning the problem geometry as depicted in Figure 1 
The image trajectory is an ellipse if the full 3D trajectory lies on the positive z side of the xy{ plane's half{space. It is a hyperbolic arc when the 3D circle intersects the xy{plane in exactly two points. The four possible directions leading to these intersections determine the four asymptotes in the image plane. Finally, when the 3D circle is tangent to the xy{plane, the imaged arc is a section of a parabola. Again, the two possible directions of approach towards the tangent point generate the two unbounded paths in the image. In the latter two cases, the image trajectory is not closed.
In the case of an ellipse, the trajectory may be either a closed curve | a complete ellipse | or an open partial ellipse.
In order to obtain a solution, a minimum number of points and frames are required. The rotation axis can be speci ed using a minimum of four parameters 22]. Two additional parameters (d and k) specify each 3D point relative to the axis. Thus, for n 3D points, there are 2n + 4 unknowns, of which only 2n + 3 can be determined because of the ambiguity in scale discussed in the next subsection. Each image point in each frame gives one constraint equation (Equation 5).
Therefore, one 3D point imaged in ve frames, two 3D points imaged in four frames, or more than two 3D points all imaged in more than two frames, provide adequate constraints for a solution 2 .
In practice, in order to obtain a robust solution in the presence of noise, more data is necessary.
Having shown that the image trajectory of a 3D point in rotational motion is a conic section, we now show how its 3D parameters can be derived from the parameters of its image trajectory.
Solution
Let M com ] be the symmetric 3 3 matrix representing a conic trajectory in the image plane. M com ] is computed using the trajectory grouping algorithm described in Section 5. This factor is recoverable but does not a ect the solution for the 3D parameters, hence is ignored in the following treatment). Thus, only the ratios d n ; k n ; c n andb are recoverable, where
jc j k n = k jc jc n =c jc j c T n c n = 1 :
This is the well{known ambiguity of scale in 3D reconstruction from monocular motion although it appears here in a di erent form. It is assumed here that the rotation axis does not pass through the origin, i.e. thatc is not the zero vector. This case is easily characterized from the image data, and will be treated separately. Consider the generic case of the axis not passing through the 3 . Also, the larger of the two positive eigenvalues can be uniquely identi ed with 2 , which one can show is always larger than 1 except possibly in the degenerate case.
The three eigenvalues of M com ] can therefore be assigned unambiguously to 1 , 2 and 3 , corresponding to Equations (9) (12) it is associated with the eigenvector 1 . The other two eigenvectors n 2 and n 3 , with the associated eigenvalues 2 and 3 , respectively, must span the plane formed by b and c, since all the eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal. Therefore, c = cos n 2 + sin n 3b = sin n 2 ? cos n 3 (13) for some . Substituting Equation (13) into (14) and (15), we obtain,
d (16) which are all equivalent expressions. Thus, tan can be computed in closed form in terms of the image parameters up to the sign ambiguity in d. It follows that b and c can also be obtained in closed form up to sign ambiguities, by solving for the eigenvectors n 2 and n 3 of the image conic matrix, which are identi ed unambiguously by their respective eigenvalues.
Hence, apart from the sign ambiguities, all the 3D parameters of a trajectory can be uniquely computed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M com ], the matrix computed from the image trajectory.
The case of the axis passing through the origin (jcj = 0) can be similarly analyzed 24]. It can be distinguished from the generic case because two of the eigenvalues will be identical. Pairing the expected and the computed eigenvalues uniquely as before, the axis direction can be computed as the eigenvector corresponding to the distinct eigenvalue. Note that only the ratio k=d is computable in this case.
Multiple Solutions
There are two solutions for d in Equation (11) . For each of these, there are four solutions for b and c from the four sets of signed values of n 2 and n 3 in Equation (13) . Two sets of four solutions each, corresponding to each of the two signs of d are depicted in Figures 2 and 3 . Alternatively, these eight solutions can be grouped into two sets of four solutions each in another way. The four solutions within each set di er only in the signs of b, c and d. For each solution in one set, there is a corresponding solution in the other which is distinct from the rst in the sense that it cannot be However, image trajectories of many 3D points rotating rigidly around a common axis can be used to resolve this ambiguity. The true solution for the axis will be common to all the points, while the other, incorrect solution will be unique for each 3D point. The true solution is therefore easily picked out. The mismatch among the incorrect solutions is illustrated in Figure 5 for two points. The gure shows two sets of distinct eigenvectors, fn 2 ; n 3 g and fn 2 ; n 3 g; one set each for Ideally, if 360 degrees or a large fraction thereof of a 3D trajectory is available in the image, then even with noise, trajectories can be accurately described independent of each other. But in practical situations, due to occlusions or to limit the amount of data to realistic levels, only a small part of the full trajectory, typically 50{100 degrees, is available. Given this scenario, conic curves can be very`creative' when used to describe trajectories independently. Typically, a whole family of curves can equally well describe the same track. This behavior is observed quite dramatically in our experiments.
The input for the experiments is a set of point tracks. Points are de ned as intersection of lines forming plausible corners. However, any other method of reliably de ning trackable point features would be acceptable. Two well{known methods were used to t conic sections independently to the point tracks. First, Bookstein's 7] closed{form least squares t was used. In this method, the square of the implicit de ning equation of a conic is used as an algebraic distance measure for the distance of a point to a conic. This measure is minimized with an appropriate positive de nite norm imposed on the parameters of the conic 7]. The optimal parameters can be found through a closed{form solution. Results of using this method on sample sets of point tracks for rotational data from two image sequences is shown in Figures 6a and 7a . The trajectories shown are overlaid on the rst frame of lines extracted for each sequence. Leaving the details of how these sequences were captured to the results section, it is to be noted that all the trajectories should correspond to a single axis of rotation and should be elliptic given that all the 3D trajectories were fully in front of the image plane (Section 4.1). However, the unstable nature of the conic ts is evident from the gures. Not only is there no coherence amongst the t parameters of di erent point tracks, but for one sequence (Figure 6a ) most of the trajectories are hyperbolic instead of elliptic.
A similar behavior is reported by Porrill 21] . Porrill shows the instability of the ellipse tting problem by plotting the con dence regions for the ts to small sections of point tracks. Both he and Sampson 23] point out that the algebraic distance measure introduces a signi cant bias in the t because it underestimates the actual distance of a point from a conic in high curvature regions.
Thus the conic tries to locate the tted segment in regions of high curvature keeping the distance measure low.
Furthermore, Porrill 21] and Sampson 23] suggest correcting the tting bias by using a rst order distance measure instead of the algebraic distance measure. As our next step, we implemented a tting algorithm based on this measure too, for our data sets. Note that now the tting method is iterative and no longer closed{form 21, 23] . The iterative algorithm used the quasi{Newton unconstrained optimization algorithm from Numerical Recipes in C 34]. Results of this on the two data sets are shown in Figures 6b and 7b . Although there is an improvement in the ts, yet they still do not exhibit enough stability to make the common motion explicit. As a result, the 3D parameters derived from these ts are very erroneous as will be shown in Section 6.2. There might not be a bias in the results as suggested by Porrill, however, there is enough instability (variance) in the parameters still, to render useless any 2D grouping or 3D estimation based on the ts. a) Conic fits using the algebraic distance. b) Conic fits using the first--order distance. We emphasize that the above failures are inherent in the computation of curve descriptions of noisy and quantized data obtained from imaging short segments of trajectories and not an a) Conic fits using the algebraic distance.
b) Conic fits using the first--order distance. intrinsic failure of the algorithms for independent ts. This became the point of departure for our investigation into methods for obtaining grouped ts in such imaging scenarios.
Grouping Algorithm
The goal of the grouping algorithm is twofold | to obtain reliable trajectory ts to individual image point tracks and to make the similarities or dissimilarities across trajectories explicit. Robust ts to point tracks result in accurate estimation of 3D parameters. Explicit description of similarities across trajectories provides the potential to group various trajectories into a single object motion, to detect outliers, and possibly to detect multiple object motions.
This algorithm is an incremental hypothesize{and{test algorithm. At any stage, there is a set of point tracks already grouped together. The next track to be tried is picked using a grouping schedule discussed below. A least{squares t over an error measure is performed on this new set.
Using the best{ t parameters, an acceptability criterion is used to accept or reject the most recent track.
The algorithm is based on the following two observations:
1. Image trajectories resulting from 3D trajectories proximal in space can be well approximated by constraining three of their ve individual parameters to be common across all of them.
They should be of the same orientation and eccentricity and their centers should be collinear.
(Incidentally, for rotations parallel to the image plane, this constraint is globally valid for all points independent of proximity).
2. Point tracks which lie on non{overlapping segments of their corresponding trajectories constrain their combined t better than ones which overlap (Figures 9{12).
The rst constraint follows from a locally orthographic approximation for the projection of 3D trajectories. It is used to derive an error measure for the goodness{of{ t of trajectories over the participating point tracks. This constraint is not used as an a priori constraint to be satis ed by all the trajectories. Sets of trajectories which satisfy this constraint within reasonable tting errors are discovered automatically by the algorithm. The second observation is employed as a heuristic to design a grouping schedule that automatically selects the tracks to try next at any given stage of the incremental algorithm.
In order to derive a joint error measure for the tracks under consideration at any stage, conic sections are parameterized to make their common and distinct parameters explicit as shown in where (x; y) are the image coordinates of points along the ith track. A rst{order measure of the distance of a point from a conic curve is de ned as, F it = jf(x it ; y it )= jrf(x it ; y it )jj (18) where the subscript it refers to the tth frame of the ith track. The following minimization leads to the optimum parameters for the trajectories of the current set: 
A Conjugate Gradient algorithm 34] with scaling among the variables ; and e is used for the optimization. Having found the best{ t parameters for the current set, an acceptability criterion is applied to decide whether to accept the last point track or not. The residual error for each track resulting from the application of its newly found combined{ t parameters is computed. If this error for each track in the set is within an experimentally determined scale factor of its residual error from the independent t, then the most recent track is accepted in the current group and the process is repeated for the next track 2, 9]. Otherwise, the repetition is done with the next track after rejecting the last one.
This acceptability criterion is reasonable because even though the parameters of independent ts may be erroneous, the resulting error residual is a measure of how well the underlying track can be described as a conic curve. When combining the description of a set of point tracks, the trade{o is between the compactness of description and the residual error. This is similar to the minimum description length formulation of image segmentation problems 18]. Each new point track included in a combined description reduces the number of parameters by three. For n tracks, individual descriptions require 5n parameters whereas a combined description requires only 3 + 2n parameters. But the addition of a new track can increase the residual error. However, if the residual error from the combined{ t description does not increase substantially or decreases, then it is better to accept a track as grouped.
Now we discuss the design of the grouping schedule. The essential goal here is to describe image trajectories which re ect the 3D geometry accurately.
Through the grouping schedule, the goal is for short noisy point tracks to progressively constrain their mutual ts avoiding arbitrary local minima in the process. One heuristic we apply is that tracks, even when short, mutually constrain their trajectories better if they cover a larger span around their trajectories without overlap than if they do with any overlap. For instance, the point tracks in Figure 9 provide a stronger constraint for the correct combined description than those in Figure 10 . Further, tracks which are proximal are more likely to satisfy the grouping criterion and hence should be tried rst. Tracks which do not overlap and are proximal are given preference over those which are distant in the image. For example, tracks shown in Figure 11 are tried before those in Figure 12 . Note that this grouping schedule is designed only to de ne an ordering on the gsm p = span p ? overlap p ? gap p ; p 2 fu; d; l; rg (20) where span p is the sum of connected projections along the side p, overlap p is the sum of overlaps amongst the projections of all tracks along p and gap p is the gap between projections as shown in with the current grouped set is chosen to be tried next.
At start{up, the initial guess for the optimization is generated from the parameters of the track with the longest arc{length. Subsequently, whenever a new track is assimilated, the initial guess for the next step is the current set of best{ t parameters for the grouped tracks. In our experiments, we have rarely encountered local minima. This implies better convergence properties for this formulation and the combined{ t error measure compared to one where 3D parameters are directly solved for from the image data. We have experimentally veri ed this for examples of rotational motion. Furthermore, our grouping schedule progressively constrains the combined ts, generating initial guesses which lead to fast convergence.
Experimental Results
Results of the trajectory grouping algorithm, TRAJ{DESC, and the 3D estimation algorithm, 3D{EST, on two image sequences are presented in this section. Both sequences were digitized with a GOULD frame grabber which outputs 512 by 484 pixel images. These were reduced further to 256 by 242 pixels for our experiments.
Frames 1 and 13 of the rst sequence (room{seq), which is a set of images of a robotics laboratory with objects at depths from 3 to 9 meters, are shown in Figure 13 . Twenty{ ve 256{by{242 frames were captured, with an e ective FOV 19] of 42 deg. by 40 deg., by rotating a SONY B/W XC{77 camera mounted on a PUMA arm around an axis nearly parallel to the optical axis. The distance of the rotation axis from the camera was approximately 0.52m: The angle of rotation between consecutive frames was 4 degrees.
The second sequence (box{seq) is of a rectangular chequered box which was rotated using a cartesian robot arm. Frames 1 and 13, of a sequence of 20 frames captured using a SONY B/W AVC{D1 camera with e ective FOV of 24 deg. by 23 deg., are shown in Figure 16 . The approximate angle of rotation between consecutive frames was 3.6 degrees. The range of depths in this scene was about 550 to 700 mm.
To generate point tracks, corner{like points de ned by line intersections were tracked using the line{tracking system of Williams et al. 35] . This system tracks lines obtained from the line{extraction algorithm of Boldt et al. 6 ] by predicting their appearances in successive frames using the displacement eld output of the algorithm by Anandan 5] . The displacement elds between frames 1 and 2 of room{seq and box{seq are shown in Figures 14 and 17 , respectively. Figures 15 and 18 show a sample set of tracked lines overlaid over frame 1 lines for the respective sequences. Figures 19 and 20 depict the respective point tracks that form the input to the algorithm TRAJ{DESC described earlier. Figures 19 and 20 underscore the similarity between our problem of making a common motion explicit amongst these motion{generated \Glass patterns" and the perceptual organization of geometric structure in Stevens' 27] Glass patterns.
Trajectory Grouping Results
The results of tting trajectories independently to sample sets of points for the room{seq and box{seq were shown in gures 6 and 7, respectively 4 . Algorithm TRAJ{DESC was run on point tracks obtained from the room{seq. Figure 21 shows the output of this algorithm on two sample sets consisting of 8 point tracks. There is a visually dramatic improvement in the nature of the resulting trajectories. The common axis of rotation becomes explicit by the collinearity of the minor axes of the trajectories. This makes the resulting 3D parameters very accurate. Note that for this sequence, where the rotation is nearly parallel to the image plane, the grouping constraint described in Section 5.2 is globally valid. The image trajectories in this case are expected to be nearly circular. 
3D Estimation Results
The 3D trajectory parameters were computed from the closed{form solution developed in Sec- to points, and the rotation axis direction,b, and location,ĉ. The reference distances were obtained by actually measuring these from the camera while the reference depths were computed using the pose estimation algorithm of Kumar and Hanson 16] . A model of the reference points was built in a xed world coordinate system for the latter.
Room Sequence
For the room{seq, the reference distances and depths were computed for a set of twelve points, called the sample set, labelled in Figure 21 5 . The distances are accurate to about 3cm: Given the accuracy in measuring the 3D coordinates, the depths computed from Kumar and Hanson's 5 Trajectories for only some of the points from the sample sets of both sequences are shown in the gures to avoid clutter. However, all the points have been labelled. 
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Combined conic fits --Sample set 2. Overlaid on image frame 1.
Combined conic fits --Sample set 1. Overlaid on image frame 1.
pose estimation algorithm in the camera frame are accurate to about 2 percent; these were used as reference depth estimates for comparison purposes. The scale for algorithm 3D{EST, the jc j of equation 7, was measured and also computed from the pose. The estimated scale was 0.51m: Recall that this scale cannot be computed by any monocular motion algorithm without the knowledge of the true distance to a point or the magnitude of e ective translation (which in our case is related to jc j).
In Table 1 , the 3D reconstructions for the sample set of 12 points, selected from the grouped trajectories, are compared with the measured and pose computed distances. In both the comparisons, the average percentage error is between 2 to 3 percent and all the errors are below 5 percent. In Table 2 , the tremendous improvement achieved by TRAJ{DESC vis{a{vis the independent ts is demonstrated by comparing the 3D distances for the sample set computed from independent ts with those from grouped ts. The large improvement in accuracy obtained by the latter is evident from the comparison.
It was mentioned earlier that two{frame algorithms can be very unreliable in computing depth estimates especially when there is signi cant rotation and translation parallel to the image plane 3, 33] . This is indeed the case for the room{seq. Depths for the sample set were computed using
Horn's 14] relative orientation algorithm. It was run on a set of 22 points spread out over the image; the sample set is a subset of this set. To minimize the e ects of noise, frames 1 and 19
were chosen, as the average image motion between these was as large as 99 pixels with a standard deviation of 22 pixels. The e ective translation magnitude between the two frames is about 0.52m:
This translation, being almost parallel to the image plane, results in an image motion of about 30 pixels for a point approximately 4.6m: in depth.
In Table 3 , the distances for the sample set obtained from the two{frame algorithm are compared against the trajectory results, using the measured distances as a reference. One qualitative reason for the bad performance of two{frame computations for this motion is that, with noise, there is an ambiguity between rotations in depth and translations parallel to the image plane 3]. Note that this ambiguity is entirely di erent from the bias in the coplanarity constraint based two{ frame algorithms that was analyzed in 11, 26] . This bias leads to a local minimum solution for the motion parameters in which the translation direction is approximately along the optical axis (z{axis) irrespective of the true direction. In our experiments, this solution was observed but was not used for the results reported here. The solution closest to the expected motion parameters was manually selected. However, the inaccurate results observed in spite of this are due to the second well{known ambiguity in two{frame algorithms as is discussed above. It should be emphasized here that the estimates obtained from two{frame computations may not improve even if they are averaged over many pairs of frames over time. For the room{seq, for example, averaging over a number of pairs leads to no improvement in results. Also, increasing the number of points does not help either. The least{squares axis direction vector computed by 3D{EST for the room{seq is (0:0113; ?0:0049; 0:9999). The average spread of all the vectors around this best estimate is 0:228 degrees. The best location vector estimate is (0:9095; 0:4156; ?0:0076) and the average spread is 9:078 degrees. The reason for the higher variance in the location estimates is that the trajectories are nearly circular and their centers are concentrated in a relatively small region. For nearly circular curves, the orientation of the minor axis is ambiguous. So for the trajectories of this sequence, the positions of the centers can be shifted slightly without changing their circularity or size. This ambiguity in the orientation of the collinear centers and their location leads to a larger variance in the axis location vector estimates for di erent points. In contrast, the size or the eccentricity (i.e. circularity here) of trajectories is estimated unambiguously. Hence, the 3D distances and the axis direction are found very precisely.
Box Sequence
For the box{seq, the (x; y; z) coordinates of a set of points were measured on the three faces of the box to within 1mm. Again, given the accuracy of these measurements, it is not unreasonable to use depths estimated from pose as the reference depths for the comparisons 17]. The magnitude ofc, the scale for 3D{EST, was estimated to be 569.66mm.
In Table 4 , the depth estimates from independent and grouped ts for a sample set of 12 points are compared. The points are labelled in Figure 22 . Again, the signi cant improvement in depths from the latter is evident. The percentage errors in depth computation by 3D{EST are well within 2 percent with the average at approximately 0.87 percent. Horn's algorithm was run over 40 points in two frames (1 and 8) between which the average image motion was 17 pixels with a standard deviation of 7 pixels. Depth results for the sample set are compared to those obtained from 3D{EST in Table 5 . For this case, the two{frame depth results are good with an average percentage error of approximately 4 percent. This suggests that one might improve the two{frame results over many pairs. To test this, the depths for the points in the sample set were computed for six pairs of frames with frame 1 as the anchor (all the depths were computed in frame 1). On averaging these, it is seen that the depth errors are slightly lower than those obtained from the trajectory algorithm. This is also shown in Table 5 .
The best axis direction was computed to be (0:1521; ?0:8340; 0:5303) with an average spread of 1:512 degrees among the individual estimates. The best axis location was estimated to be (?0:0692; 0:5261; 0:8476) with a spread of 1:203 degrees. In this sequence the trajectories are highly eccentric (average eccentricity computed to be approximately 0.8) so the directions of major and minor axes are well{de ned. Hence, as expected, the variances in the estimates of both the direction and location are small. We have presented a closed{form solution to the problem of computing 3D structure and motion from image trajectories of rotational motion. An algorithm was developed which constructs reliable descriptions of these trajectories as conic curves even when only relatively short and noisy tracks of points are available as input. Results on two image sequences demonstrate an ability to compute reliable 3D depths from the grouped trajectories.
The grouping aspects of our algorithm are to be studied further. It is our belief that the role of perceptual organization over both space and time in support of 3D structure analysis from motion has not been adequately studied in computer vision. Separating the problem into two parts | description of image motion followed by 3D reconstruction | has the potential for including more grouping constraints in the description process. Methods for extending these descriptions to large{ scale spatial structures need to be explored. We also want to explore how segmenting multiply moving objects can be facilitated by our grouping strategy and how strict rigidity can be explicitly enforced for each rigid{motion within this framework.
